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Foreword

Music, painting is the chord language phenomenon, and also the main observation basis of chord language. Understanding chord language is the premise of understanding music and painting.

This book is a chord language-chord painting visual experiment legend, including: Diatonic Scale, jazz scale, tonality, atonality, transposition, etc., is the original experimental data, graphic data of chord language, chord painting, chord space, can Completely present the overall framework and structure of the chord space language. For chord language, chord painting learning, researchers have reference, auxiliary value.

For the theoretical part of grammar, semantics, and constitutive rules for chord painting, see the book Chord Language (ISBN: 9871370273348).

The observation of chord language is a long-term process, and we will continue to update the legend as the observation progresses.

The visual experiment legend of this book is made by mixed media. The tools used are: colored pencils, watercolors, oil paintings, computers, etc.

Review, chord language and theory of everything

Chord language is the natural (physical, mathematical) coding language of time-space and life. In chord language, music, painting, life, physics and other disciplines are interdependent and cannot be cut. They can be expressed in chord mathematics, which is like the theory of all things.

Chord language is often expressed in the disciplines of music, painting, and meridian (the theory of oriental ancient medicine), which produce semantic expressions such as time, space, life, and spirit. The basic features are: quantized discrete spectrum, chord geometric semantics (open string, closed string, membrane string), which is a time-space, life coding language with physical and mathematical forms. Here is a question that cannot be avoided: quantum, string theory in music, painting?

Music and painting are the most common chord language phenomena. In chord mathematics, the two are reverse-mirror relations, respectively expressing: time and space. Can directly present the nature and relationship of time-space.

Chord language is not only a spiritual phenomenon (music, painting), but also a physical phenomenon (discrete spectrum, string), observing chord language events, such as: music, painting, etc. - also observing physical events, it has spiritual-natural isomorphism, This is its philosophical significance.

The chord language is an ancient knowledge system, and its mathematical model can be traced back to the Pythagorean law of ancient Greece, gradually perfected by musicians of all ages. The chord geometry can be observed in chord painting: open string, closed string, Membrane string, which is predicted by string theory. Meridian (Oriental Ancient Medicine) observes the positive-negative (yin-yang) coding rules of chord language: they form the basis for observation and verification of chord language.
Common chord spectrum: 1-1, major triad (closed string), 1-2, minor triad (open string), 2-5, Membrane string: 2, diminished seventh chord, 3, whole tone chord, 4, atonal chord 5, augmented triad

The basic value formula of chord language:
\[ S = HV, \ (S = \text{semitone}, \ H = \text{Equal Temperament constant}, \ V = \text{frequency}), \ \text{minimum discrete value.} \]
\[ I = H^n \cdot V \ (I = \text{interval}, \ n = \text{interval value}), \ \text{allowing discrete values.} \]
\[ C = H^n1, n2, n3, n* \cdot V \ (C = \text{chord}), \ \text{discrete spectrum.} \]
Obviously with quantized features

Observations and experiments in this paper show that: time-empty, life is composed of quantum discrete frequency coding.

Key words: chord language, quantum language, chord space-time, chord life, theory of everything, music, painting, meridian, string theory

Two Languages And A World View

Humans have two sets of language systems: chord language and symbolic language, the former is the physical language, the latter is the artificial language, involving different spiritual principles, and even different worldviews. Understanding the two languages and the principle of action, the compilation process is a must for human beings to understand themselves and nature.

The two linguistic systems involve two kinds of chord organization, which are tonal and atonal. In the tonal state, they exhibit chord semantics. In the atonal state, they do not express chord semantics, but can express the symbolic semantics established by conditioned reflection. To some extent, the difference in human worldview is the difference between chord language and symbolic language, or: tonality, asymmetry difference.

In symbolic languages, named symbols and named objects produce a difference between spiritual and natural, subjective and objective.

The chord language is the form of the spirit (music, painting), and also the physical form (quantization, string geometry), with spiritual-physical isomorphism, equivalence, without subjective-objective distinction, which brings philosophical The problem.

Most of the human knowledge systems are based on atonalistic symbols and conceptual thinking, and chord semantics are shielded. This is the biggest obstacle for human beings to understand the world.

See: 14, Spiritual Chords
Two Views Of Life

The chord life is based on the chord coding language. The basic features are: quantized discrete spectrum, chord geometric semantics (open string, closed string, membrane string), related subjects are meridian (Chinese ancient medicine), chakra (Indian yoga).

Chord language, chords, and mode are expressed as meridians and acupoints (chakras), which are used for the expression and control of life, and are related to the cause, purpose, and process of life. Among them: Yin-Yang (positive-negative) is an important attribute of chord language, which determines the grammar, semantics, mathematics, and geometric rules of chord language.

Chord life and modern life science are different views of life (worldview). The natural principle is the tonal-tonic form of chords. The chords express chord semantics in tonal forms, and do not express chord semantics in atonal forms. Chord life (e.g., meridian, etc.) is based on chord life semantics. Life science has nothing to do with chord life semantics. Understanding the principles of two life views is the key to understanding life correctly.

See also: 13, the chord of life

Two Views Of Time And Space

Humans have two sets of spatiotemporal expressions: reference space-time and chord space-time. Simply put: the reference space-time comes from the external metric reference system such as clock, ruler, etc. The chord space-time comes from the quantized discrete spectrum, string (open string, closed string, Membrane string), usually, science and physics use the reference system of time and space, music and painting use chord time and space.

The quantized discrete spectrum, chord (open string, closed string, non-string string) is the different expression of chord space-time, the former expresses the coding rule, the latter expresses the geometric rule, the effect of the two produces space, which can be directly in the chord painting Observed.

Chord space-time is the semantic expression of chord language, music expression time, painting expression space, both of which have quantized discrete spectrum forms: chords, modal, etc., mathematically reverse-mirror mirrors, which can directly represent time-space physics, mathematics relationship.

In chord painting (chord geometry), specific chords have specific spatial-geometric semantics: open chords (minor chord), closed strings (major chord), Membrane strings (Discord), which produce all spatial states and spatial interactions, which are fundamental features of chord space (geometry) and are easy to observe and validate in chord painting. This should be good news for string-M theory.

Again: science, physics, the use of reference system space-time, music, painting, etc. use chord space-time, the following are added:

Reference system space-time: From the external reference system: ruler, clock, assigned background reference system, etc. to generate position, shape, motion description, space-time is a measure from the external reference system.

Chord space-time: is the form of energy and information: the quantized chord spectrum, the chord geometry
(open string, closed string, membrane string), and thus the spatiotemporal state, interaction and motion, independent of the clock, ruler and other external metrics reference system.

Reference frame space-time will block chord space-time (quantum space-time), for example:

Using clock, ruler and other external measurement reference system to measure chord space-time system; For example, the works of Beethoven, Mozart, van gogh and monet can establish a theoretical model of space-time from the measured values, but there is no chord spectrum and its energy and information functions in the space-time model based on the external reference system.

The two sets of space-time expressions are two kinds of space-time views (world view). The natural principle is the tonality and atonality of chords. The chord system expresses chord semantics in tonal form, and the chord semantics are not expressed in atonal form. Reference frame time and space is an atonal system without chord semantics.

Time and space expression is the intersection of physics and music-painting, and it is also the common center, but they are different ways of expressing space and time, and they are different views of time and space. The two time and space views include complete time and space.

See also: 15, chord time and space

**Other**

The chord language is a powerful and wonderful coding system. I don't know who designed this system. For the time being: God code.

Chord language is a common human blind spot for two reasons:

1. Differences between the principles and methods of the two languages: The chord language usually occurs in the background and bottom layer of the symbol language, and does not depend on the symbolic language system. It is not easy to be noticed by the symbolic language and rationality.

2. The basis of chord language observation is: music, painting, meridian and other chord language phenomenon, due to education reasons, many people are not familiar with this field.

Added knowledge points: chord language, chord time and space, chord painting, chord math, chord life.

Involved in existing knowledge points: music theory, music mathematics, color theory, physics, life, meridian, all things theory.
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1. Diatonic Scale-Tonality

Still life, diatonic scale, C major, #f minor

Still life, diatonic scale, C major, A major
Still life, Pentatonic scale, C major, #f minor

Still life, diatonic scale C major, A major
Still life, Pentatonic scale, C major, #f minor

Still life, diatonic scale C major, A major
Still life, diatonic scale C major, #f minor, A major

Still life, diatonic scale, bE minor, A major
Landscape, diatonic scale diminished triad form

Laster model, diatonic scale, C major, #f minor
Laster model, Still life, diatonic scale, C major, #f minor

Laster model, Pentatonic scale, C major, #f minor
Tourists in the Forbidden City, diatonic scale ²A major, d minor

Lady of the lake, diatonic scale ²A major, d minor
Prairie: diatonic scale $^b$A major, d minor

The yard, diatonic scale A flat major, d minor
David, diatonic scale, C major, #f minor

Brud, diatonic scale, C major, #f minor
David, diatonic scale, C major, #f minor

Venus, diatonic scale bA major, d minor
David, diatonic scale, C major, #f minor

Gypsum image, diatonic scale
Gypsum image, diatonic scale
2. Diatonic Scale-Atonal

Still life, diatonic scale Atonal form

Still life, diatonic scale Atonal form
Still life, diatonic scale Atonal form
Still life, diatonic scale Atonal form
Gypsum graphics, diatonic scale atonal form
Gypsum graphics, diatonic scale atonal form
Gypsum graphics, diatonic scale atonal form
3. Jazz Scale - Tonality

Still life, Jazz scale F minor

Still life, Jazz scale C major
Still life, Jazz scale A major

Still life, Jazz scale C major
Still life, Jazz scale C major

Still life, Jazz scale #f minor
Still life, Jazz scale in G minor

Plaster cast, jazz scale in F minor
Beijing hutong, jazz scale b minor

Beijing hutong, jazz scale C major
The home of cao xueqin jazz scale A major

Poplar forest in the sun, jazz scale in A major
Aspen, jazz scale A major

Jinsha river valley, jazz scale g minor
Riverside, jazz scale bA major

Dutch, jazz scale A major
Town, jazz scale b minor

Xi'an moat, jazz scale in A major
Town, jazz scale b minor

Xi’an moat, jazz scale in F major
Jazz scale bA major

Lake, jazz scale in bB minor
Self-portrait, jazz scale #F minor

Plaster, jazz scale #F minor
4. Jazz Scale-Atonal

Still life, jazz scale-Atonal

Still life, jazz scale-Atonal
Still life, jazz scale-Atonal

Still life, jazz scale-Atonal
Jinsha river canyon, jazz scale-Atonal

Fishing boat jazz scale-Atonal
Green lotus, jazz scale-Atonal

Lotus, jazz scale-Atonal
Jinsha river canyon, Atonal jazz scale - Atonal

Landscape Atonal jazz scale - Atonal
Landscape Atonal jazz scale-Atonal

Gypsum graphics, jazz scale-Atonal
Gypsum graphics, jazz scale-Atonal

Gypsum graphics, jazz scale-Atonal
Gypsum graphics, jazz scale-Atonal
5. Next-related key group

Still life, diatonic scale, bE minor, A major

C major, #F minor dominant key, Subdominant
C major, #F minor, dominant key, Subdominant
C major, #F minor dominant key, Subdominant
6. Parallel Key Groups

Plaster model, parallel key

Plaster model, G-H parallel key group
Plaster model, G-D parallel key group

Plaster model, G-H-D parallel key group
Plaster model, G-D parallel key group

Still life, G-H-D parallel key group
Still life, G-D parallel key group

Plaster model, G-D parallel key group
Plaster model, G-D parallel key group
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Afterword

This book is an experimental atlas of the book Chord Language - Chord Time and Space and Chord Painting, providing an intuitive example of the need to learn chord language and chord painting. The combination of the two books can better understand and master the concept of chord language while gaining intuitive and sensory experience.

Chord painting comes from an internal observation (self-observation) visual experiment, which is a long-term observation and correction process. We will continue to supplement and update the illustration as the experiment progresses.
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